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31.1 INTRODUCTION
This is the report of a design process of Carel Weeber for a new City Hall in the town of
Berkel en Rodenrijs. Each illustration indicates an important step in the design process.

In my design process, the working out of associations and design ideas is taking place in my
head, in my memory. This may be done everywhere, at any time. I investigate an idea like that
in small sketches. As I grow older, I need fewer sketches. Now that I am working exclu-
sively on the computer, these sketches are at the same time the start of a process of elabora-
tion. Previously, I started with a drawing in ink in the top-left corner; a few days later I would
finish in the corner right-below. If that did not come off very well, I started anew. I was
taught to do so at Delft University of Technology and, basically, this is still the way I work.

The commission described consisted in a Prize Competition on the basis of invitation for a
new city hall in Berkel en Rodenrijs. My design process started with an extensive study of the
location and the programme of requirements. Next I tend to ponder the possible and required
spatial relations between functions, while trying to develop a total concept. I am studying
scale relations, placing the whole in the context in terms of urban architecture, starting with
floor plans, cross-sections and the front. I am making spatial sketches while studying new
design ideas. In the end I make the final design drawings. Visually the deployment of my de-
sign process looks as follows.

31.2 DESIGN PROCESS

297 Study of context

As the first study the context in terms of urban ar-
chitecture

298 Summary programme of

requirements

Along with the situation I study the programme of
requirements extensively. I always make a sum-
mary of it; I am already learning it by heart.
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302 Urban context

What the study of the programme of requirements
has yielded as a whole is placed in context in
terms of urban architecture. This will result in mor-
phological requirements for the surroundings. In a
small sketch in perspective I look at whether some-
thing can be made of this.

300 Typing

Guided by the programme of require-
ments and the relational schema I de-
termine the total concept. I am looking
first to what I have got in hand. How
much office surface is required? Is it
an office with additional functions or a
hall with offices?

299 Relation schema + valuation

A next step consists in determining
the relations between parts and char-
acterising them.

301 Scale relation study

I study possible organisations for the building and
proportions of the parts of the building.
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305 Loose sketch

304 Cross-section

Following this, the elaboration in floor plans and
cross-sections starts. I consider it to be very impor-
tant, that this is done directly in the right proportion
and scaling. These small sketches are acting as
further elaboration of the design ideas in my head.303 Test of form

307 Study of the front

Next, I study colour and texture of the front. Any number of these modest
studies is being made. If I run into something of importance, I just make a note.306 Sketch with a ruler

308 Spatial sketch

A spatial sketch, to look again whether it is any
good.

310 Context

Then, study of the adaptation in the urban context,
as far as entrance and accessibility are concerned.

309 Different design ideas

While studying a detail of the building, a different
design idea emerged: some upturned halved
spheres forming corridors through the space they
are leaving open. A nice idea, a kind of fascination:
something for a following design.
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314 Final drawings

During the production of the presentation drawings, I work with a pencil and a
pen in hand. In the way I work, I calculate before I draw; so there is not much
going wrong. In addition you already see, before you start with ink, and while
drawing the auxiliary lines, whether something is going right or wrong. My
sketches are illegible and introverted. Designing this way is individual.

311 Come-back of an idea

On the corner of the page the other design theme is
returning. Maybe I also saw in this a solution; or maybe
I was uncertain about the solution on which I was
working; or maybe I just had fallen in love with this idea.

312 Adding functions

It was permitted to add a few programmatic com-
ponents. I added some homes and a library. Obvi-
ously, no further study of a programme of require-
ments for the homes was necessary: a house is a
house.

313 Library study

A simple design study for the library. The envelope
for it hailed back to the design of the City Hall. For
the rest, it was matter of connecting with the pro-
gramme here. I have partitioned it in segments pre-
ceding fitting it in with the programme.
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31.3 LOOKING BACK
Is this report of sketching happening in your head?

This is not a report of sketching but an elaborate programme of requirements study; I am
doing this for each design.

You are unleashing your design idea on the urban context. Is this a characteristic

approach?

Yes, the programme of requirements is providing a box of building blocks reacting to the
location.

What is making for the initial inspiration?

My most important source of inspiration lies in a deadline. The approaching moment of pres-
entation co-erces the making of choices. A deadline is forcing the idea; for that I do not need
flowers or things like that. It is just hard work. While your designing experience is growing,
you are putting greater confidence in your intuition. I panicked only once in relation to the
enduring absence of a design idea in my time as a student. That also proved to be the last
time. I have learned to trust the circumstance that design inspirations are coming by them-
selves. In addition, I have learned that designing is just hard work.

What are you doing with a dead end?

I am experiencing them regularly. But, this is compensated by my systematic way of work-
ing. If I have arrived at a dead end, I can just turn the pages back  to the moment when it still
went alright. It is important to me that my study is written down and dated rigorously.

At the moment I do not need this any more. For the residential project for students ‘De
Struyck’ in The Hague a study of one A4 page was sufficient. Everything that happens, is
happening directly on the computer. With a lot of designing experience, you are not in need of
sketches any more; you can add the measuring mentally. Students can not do that as yet; they
are lacking a sense of scale: what is 1.8 metre, what is a toilet?

What was a decisive constraint?

In practice, the programme of requirements, the budget and the method of building are deci-
sive. And the image you have. What are you after? The shift from the programme of require-
ments to the image is a matter of feeling: it does not yield an image. In India I was fascinated
by a red building. I made the decision my next building should become a red one. That was
‘De Struyck’ in The Hague.

After all, initial inspiration?

Of course one is influenced by the environment. Are not all young architects doing the same
thing? One is afraid to step out of convention; it is a kind of fashion. Form convention is a
more powerful constraint than the programme of requirements.

The residential project for students in The Hague had to be an unconventional building,
it had to be disturbing. It is also for students. The municipality went along with this.

Are you not this way part of that convention yourself?

Of course, but with the addition, that I am conscious of that myself. An architect cannot
function without convention. Peutz, for instance, designed in one year in all domestic Dutch
styles. One did not take that gladly. In the Faculty of Architecture form is associated too tightly
with ideology. There should emerge an exercise in convention, so that students would be-
come conscious of these conventions. As a commission, for instance: “Design in the style of
the thirties, or the style of Gehry”. When you are asking students during the beginning of
their study what they consider to be beautiful they tend to suggest ‘farmerettes’ and their ilk;
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when you ask the same question after six months you get as an answer the Van Nelle factory
or something like that.

Is your design process methodical?

Certainly; the study of the programme of requirements and the measuring can be ascertained
and may be followed up. The form is not developed systematically, the form is a found ob-
ject, like the colour in India. Sometimes there is a form fascination, like in the design of the
city hall. The form arrives suddenly; like in the design for the prison in Schiedam. During the
study of the programme of requirements, in one fell sweep, a form idea occurred; and ulti-
mately it was realised. It is a intuitive process surrounding the question: under which form
may the programme be housed?

In our profession there is a lot of flexibility in allocating functions; the relation form-
function is very relative in architecture.

Can study in architecture be compared to that in industrial design?

In architecture the relation between the programme of requirements (the properties of the
product) and the form are not fixed. Man is a flexible animal. Usage of architecture is deter-
mined by behaviour, not by ergonomics like in industrial designing. Behaviour is less readily
predictable and open to study. Guidelines for a ramp for a normal human being are, for exam-
ple, impossible to give. The relationship between form and function can only be given in a
reduced form, for humans only in convention. From The Netherlands I can not design a house
for an Indian in South-America, although I can design a rifle or a needle; then he even knows
its purpose.  That is the reason why architectonic study is so difficult; it does allow verifica-
tion. The failure of a building can always be compensated. And if it collapses, it is not a build-
ing anymore.

The programme of requirements is playing an important rôle in architecture, but in
spite of that it is only of secondary importance.

Why then so much attention for the programme of requirements?

I am a functionalist; buildings are also being judged according to functionality. The (spatial)
form of function is the convention. A lord mayor can also function in an office of 10 m2,
instead of one of 40 m2. Form convention is important; without it we could not design. The
description of sleeping is not leading to the form of a bedroom, nor even to the form of a bed.




